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We present a euro area central stabilisation scheme that is relatively free from adverse incentives (moral
hazard), because transfer payments to Member States are based on changes in world trade in the various
economic sectors. Indeed, these changes are largely driven by external forces and therefore not directly
controlled by individual governments or countries. The transfers generated by our scheme tend to be
temporary, countercyclical and larger when economies are less diversified. Finally, the scheme is quite
robust to revisions in the underlying export data.
Central bankers and other interested parties are continually monitoring the performance of the European
Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) and looking for ways to improve its functioning. Recently, proposals
for reform have focused on ways to help compensate for sudden and drastic declines in economic activity
that a euro area country might suffer. The need for such a “central stabilisation capacity” was already
highlighted in the “Five Presidents’ Report” (Juncker et al., 2015). Indeed, a concrete, but very limited,
stabilisation plan was proposed earlier this year by the European Commission (2018). A central
stabilisation capacity would help cushion country-specific economic shocks, especially during periods of
economic stress, when automatic stabilisation of the economy through the national public budget is
insufficient and private-sector channels for sharing risks with other countries break down.

A central stabilisation capacity for the EMU based on world trade
We will describe here our own proposed plan for a stabilisation capacity. The plan was first detailed in a
recent ECB working paper (Beetsma et al., 2018). Our proposal is a novel “export-based stabilisation
capacity” (ESC) for the EMU. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first to propose cross-border transfer
payments in response to changes in world market conditions in the various export sectors. These changes
are largely driven by external forces and therefore not directly controlled by individual governments or
countries. Our ESC works in a very simple and intuitive way: if world trade in a specific sector falls, as
reflected in total euro area exports in that sector, then euro area members for which this sector is relatively
large receive a transfer from the members for which this sector is smaller.
The way in which the scheme would work can be illustrated with a simple example. Suppose that there are
only two countries – let’s say, country A and country B – with shares of total euro area exports of,
respectively, 90% and 10%. Additionally, suppose that only one sector, such as tourism (i.e. hotels and
restaurants), is hit by a negative shock at the worldwide level, and that country B is relatively more
specialised in that sector than country A (e.g. with a share of 20% of total euro area exports for that
sector). Then, given that country B is relatively more exposed to that sector, it would receive a one-off
transfer from country A following the negative shock to that sector. Conversely, if a positive shock to the
tourism sector occurs, country B would pay a transfer to country A. At the same time, if a negative shock
were to hit another sector (say, the automotive industry), in which country A is relatively more specialised,
that country would receive a one-off transfer from country B.
The proposed ESC has a number of desirable features that are not all present in other proposals. First,
and most importantly, the transfers generated by the scheme respond to exogenous developments in
world trade. As such, the scheme is relatively free from what economists call “moral hazard,” because it
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would not weaken the incentives of governments to run virtuous fiscal policies and implement reforms that
improve the functioning of the markets. This, in turn, should help reduce political resistance to the
introduction of the scheme. Second, since it is based on changes in world trade in individual sectors, there
can be no permanent transfers to or from an individual country: a new transfer can be obtained only in
response to a further decline in world trade, while an expansion in the same sector leads to a transfer into
the opposite direction. There is a natural bound to the accumulation of transfers, because world trade in a
specific sector cannot fall below zero. Third, the scheme does not rely on a long-run process of
convergence of economic structures that would, for example, equalise structural unemployment in the euro
area before it can be implemented. Fourth, the scheme is designed such that in each period all the crossborder transfers add up to zero, avoiding the need to issue bonds to finance the scheme.

Simulations for the euro area for the years 1996-2014
So, how well might our proposed scheme work? Would it stabilise the EU economy? In short, yes – albeit
a qualified yes.
To answer those questions, we performed a simulation of the ESC using OECD sectoral export data for all
19 euro area countries for the years 1996-2014. Figure 1 depicts the simulated annual transfer for each
year as a share of GDP for the same year (solid blue line, left-hand scale). In addition, the figure plots the
cumulative transfers (dashed grey line, right-hand scale). For the sake of space, here we report only the
results for a subset of euro area countries: the “big-5[2] ” plus the countries that – in addition to Spain –
received financial assistance during the recent global crisis: Greece, Portugal, Ireland and Cyprus.[3]
Figure 1 shows that annual transfers are generally “countercyclical,” meaning that they increase when the
economy underperforms and decline when the economy outperforms. This is the case, for example, for
Germany, which is a big receiver of transfers in 2008-09. These years were characterised by large and
negative shocks in those sectors, such as motor vehicles and machinery, in which Germany is relatively
more specialised. However, in most years Germany would have been a net contributor to the transfer
scheme, which explains why cumulatively transfers are around zero for Germany at the end of the sample.
Countries less exposed to those sectors, notably France and the Netherlands, would have needed to
contribute to the scheme in the early years of the crisis.
Although transfers are generally countercyclical, they are not always so. Sometimes they are procyclical.
[4] The procyclicality of the scheme in some years and for a few countries is a direct consequence of the
fact that the transfers to all the individual countries add up to zero in each year. Accordingly, those
countries that are relatively less exposed to the negative sectoral shock would need to contribute to the
scheme even if their economy is in recession.[5]
Annual transfers are on average small, amounting in most cases to less than 0.2% of GDP. However, for
the smaller, less diversified economies they can be substantial from time to time and political feasibility
may require a cap on them. Further, transfers generally revert to zero or go from positive to negative after
one or two years. This is a direct consequence of the design of the transfer scheme, where transfers
depend on the changes in exports for a given sector relative to other sectors, which cannot be
permanently positive or negative. However, in some cases, cumulated transfers show a tendency to
increase (or decline) over time. This is linked to the relative sectoral specialisation of each country. For
instance, Italy, Portugal and Greece were relatively less specialised in sectors that grew strongly over the
sample, such as “Motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers”. Therefore, they would have received transfers
from countries more specialised in this and other sectors that benefitted from positive trade developments
at the worldwide level. The export performance of the “Finance and insurance” sector boomed in many
years, so Ireland would have been a net contributor to the scheme in several years in our sample.
However, these transfers are by definition temporary, as a sector cannot grow or decline forever:
consequently, at some point the pattern of transfers would reverse. This is clearly visible, for example, in
the case of the Netherlands.[6]
In sum, our ESC, as we set it up in our simulation, would work fairly well, as it would do quite a bit to
stabilise the economy.[7] What if we changed, however, certain details of our simulation? For example,
what if we put an annual cap on transfers? Or what if not all income loss from adverse shocks is
compensated, but only the labour income loss or only losses from tax revenues associated with income
loss? What if transfers are based only on deviations from an existing trend in sectoral export growth?
Would the scheme still work as well? We find that it still would.[8] Furthermore, because in practice
transfers would need to be based on preliminary export figures, we also simulate the scheme under the
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assumption that these figures may undergo subsequent revision. Again, the pattern of transfers turns out
to be generally the same.
Figure 1: Annual and cumulated net transfers implied by the baseline scheme, in percent of the
country’s GDP

Note: The figure plots the annual (solid blue line, left-hand scale) and cumulated (dashed grey line, righthand scale) transfers generated by the scheme. Transfers are calculated using data from the OECD TiVA
database. Positive numbers mean that a country receives a payment from the scheme; negative numbers
mean that a country contributes to the scheme.

Taking stock and practical implementation
Of course, describing a transfer scheme is one thing, actually implementing it is another. Our scheme is no
exception. The biggest practical obstacle to implementing it is the timely availability of the data that serve
as input for the calculation of the transfers. This is in particular the case for data on sectoral exports.
However, once governments and statistical agencies become sufficiently convinced of the practical need
for more timely availability of such data, they may actually invest more resources in making those data
available. Another issue, not addressed here, concerns how transfers received by governments should be
put to best use. For example, it could be politically appealing to earmark them for relief and training
programs for individuals who are badly affected by external shocks, thereby helping economies transition
towards activities with a more prosperous future.
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